‘Carry out duty without any self-interest’
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Humanity should carry out its duties without any self-interest and also introspect and get impetus to lead a purposeful and resourceful life, Mata Amritanandamayi Math general secretary Swamy Poornamritantha Puri has said.

He inaugurated the 44th National Conference on Fluid Mechanics and Fluid Power jointly organised by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, and National Society of Fluid Mechanics & Fluid Power (NSFMFP) of IIT Mumbai on Thursday.

R.B. Grover, Atomic Energy Department Director, Homi Bhabha National Institute, was the chief guest for the event.

Mastering communication skill along with the technical skill would bring out the intrinsic value in education and make the students employable, he said in his address.